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Abstract
Housing construction and technology in the United States has
slowly improved over the last 100 years. Since the end of VWVll,
buildings in general, until the energy crises in the late 70s, have
become more inefficient in their use of energy. Though there
have been breakthroughs in new construction materials, which
make better use of our natural resources. Most new housing in
this country takes advantage of only a small number of these
products. Furthermore, many new technologies have become
available that can greatly improve our use of energy, including
independent generation of power, wireless connection to information technologies, and greatly improved climate control systems. Most of which have not been incorporated into today's U.
S. homes.
Thesis Statement
Housing in the 21st century needs to evolve. The U.S. housing
market needs a new archetype on which to base its course.
Housing of the future should strive to be as maintenance free
and energy efficient as possible. The goal should be to produce
homes that use only the power they generate themselves, survive weathering with little or no need for maintenance, and provide a comfortable living environment for its occupants.
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Theoretical Introduction
If the U.S. home is to evolve to serve today's society, it
seams appropriate to look back to previous forms of architecture and theories that attempt to improve housing
for the good of society. Only then may we weight the
values of contemporary housing and contemplate
where it needs to go. The focus of this section will be to
look at spaces that seem to possess a positive quality,
the ideas behind the creation of such space, and the
technology used to physically achieve an ultimately
emotional end. From the traditional Japanese home
with their versatile open space, over to major architects
and designers of the 20th century and their struggle
with firmness, commodity, and delight, To return to Japan and its contemporary manufactured system homes.
Finally to propose the next step in the homes evolution.
What is its purpose? Wha t does it need to become to fill
its roll in today's society.
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Traditional Japanese Housing
Traditional Japanese homes have exemplified a balance
between human and nature. From the roofed dugout huts of
5000 B.C. up to the homes of pre-war Japan, the Japanese coexistence with nature has been a driving force of development.
Under this concern not only falls the Japanese appreciation of
natures' beauty, but also his desire to coexist with it. The evolution and refinement of Japanese homes have been in response
to strict social codes which demanded extreme efficiency and
economy. Limited resources were one main reason for this conscious concern. Japan, an island nation, could only rely on domestic materials for construction.
The traditional Minka House "Folk House" (ltoh, P. 14),
was created for the people by the people. This is of course a giant generalization, since many calmon people could not afford
such homes, usually reserved for rural farming samurai or regional officials (land owners) before 1400. Not until later during
the Edo period 1608 - 1849 did most common people have such
accommodation . This is due to shifts in government.
The design of these homes were completely handled by
skilled carpenters. A master carpenter would lay out the plan of
a home on a single piece of wood with black ink Ezuita (plan
board). The layout of support posts was the most important function of this document. With the primary posts set, the rest of the
house was determined. Every other aspect of the home took its
form from tradition biased on the placement of the primary and
secondary support posts. Elevations, roof, and floors followed

Traditional Japanese Housing
the placement of supports naturally. Furthermore, these homes
were usually repaired, rebuilt, and added on over time. This was
all due to their structural system, which gave them the ability to
grow and evolve with the advancement of time.
Much of the character of these homes came from their exceptional use of common materials and finishes. Wood, mud,
grasses, paper, and the occasional stone were used in the most .
economic way possible. The resulting composition was anything
but austere. This is where the Japanese craft tradition came into
play. Much of the ornament in these buildings could be seen in
the connections and construction its self. From the sowing of
grass mats tatami, to movable partitions fusuma, and sliding
doors shoji all were hand made and beautiful works of craft in
their own right.
Space in traditional Japanese homes is there most important aspect. Each space could serve multiple purposes. Between
eating, gathering, entertaining, and sleeping, most rooms (aside
from the mud floored kitchen and the storage closets) had no
fixed purpose. Spaces could be opened to adjacent rooms or to
the outdoors, to create a completely new sense of space.
Picture Series
demonstrating
how one space
can be opened
to other spaces.

Le Corbusier: A Machine for Living
Learning from the Romans, Le Corbusier recognizes that
architecture can convey emotion and intention. As roman structures tell us about the ideals of the people who built them, so to
should architecture of the modern era be informed by the driving
forces of our time. Driven by economy and industry, our homes
should reflect these ideas. When discussing economy, it is not in
the sense of conservation, but rather in the sense of the economic
power of business that drives and unites today's society. As powerful a force as government, a country's economy and eventually
the world's economy directs the actions of man. So it only follows
that our home should be informed by and represent our economy.
Industry becomes the tool of economy. The production of goods
and the provision of services has become widely available to all by
industrialization. Machines and humanity linked together on assembly lines have made mass production of goods possible, and
the home should be no exception.
"we must create the mass-production spirit... The spirit of constructing
mass production houses... The spirit of living in mass-production
houses ... The spirit of conceiving mass-production houses.";" ... "The
house machine" ... ". (Le Corbusier, P. 6-7)

Diagram of Le Corbuisers' oom-lno Home

Le Corbusier saw the machine house as a healthy and beautiful
place to live, satisfying not only physical needs but spiritual ones
as well. But during the time of Le Corbusier's writing, around the
turn of the century, with such change in society, the dwellings of
man had not adapter to the needs of present man. (Le Corbusier,

Le Corbusier: A Machine for Living
P. 4-8). "Architecture is one of the most urgent needs of man, for
the house has always been the indispensable and first tool he has
forged for him self." (Le Corbusier, P.13)
In the modern age, a void is present, architects have value
due to their dependence on ideals and forms of the past, tools
which are no longer relevant. New ideas and methods are needed ·
•·• • • •
to fill humans present architectural needs. Out of the chaos ereated by the void of meaningless design, there must come a new
order. This new tool must combine science and art, industry with
craft. The machines of the age inform and suggest a possible
path. In the steam ship. "A seriously-minded architect, looking at it -~~~~:ii.
as an architect (i.e. a creator of organisms), will find in a steamship
his freedom from an age-long but contemptible enslavement to the
past.". (P .103) Movement toward the machine is the first step toward the world of the "new spirit" the cruise liner, airplane, and
automobile are the first icons of this aesthetic. Our new tool
should have beauty balance with economy and purpose.
Le Corbusier posed 5 points which addressed both new
technology and human needs. By utilizing these five ideas, design
could produce the machine home fit for mans new needs. These
points included: (1). The Pilotis: tubular steal columns which lifted
the mass off the ground (2). The free plan: interior partitions were
no longer load bearing (3). The free fa~ade: the outer wall was
also no longer load bearing (4). Ribbon windows: vast expanses of
horizontal glass to admit natural light (5). The roof garden: nature IJ...,~d.::Jbeing incorporated into architecture. All of these propositions
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freed the designer to do almost anything with the space contained
within the home. In the Villa Savoye (1927), Le Corbusiers' five
points are manifested in architecture. Built in Poissy, France, the
building stands alone in its natural landscape. Raised off the
ground by pilotis, the major living space of the home float with
room underneath for a circular drive, parking, entry, and utility
space. No longer load bearing, interior partitions are few, leaving
large continuous living spaces. Not only interior, but outdoor
space is combine within the major second floor mass, bringing
with it natural light and ventilation . A non-load bearing fac;ade
frames ribbon windows which wrap the second floor in a continuous band of glass. Natural light is admitted to all interior spaces
from all sides and from within the building. Finally, crowning this
machine for living is its roof garden. Accessible either from the
second floor outdoor space by ramp or from the interior by a semicircular stair, a small roof patio provides views of the natural landscape and a place for small plantings.
Villa Savoye is an example of how design can not only embrace new technology, but use it to better the space within and
connect it rather than separate it from the natural environment.
This building in particular, shows how nature can be made a part
within the home itself. In many ways, Le Corbusier duplicates
with new technology the interaction traditional Japanese Homes
had with nature. By providing simply a deck for living, a roof for
protection, and allowing walls to become nothing more than curtains, movable, removable.

Buckminster Fuller:

The Dymaxion Home

On the outset, Buckminster Fuller's Dymaxion home was
a proposal to reduce the cost of housing through mass production and reduction of materials. He proposed using aluminum alloy to create a lightweight economical structure. The first Dymaxion home proposal was suspended from a central mast that
housed circulation and utilities, the living deck hung a floor above
the ground with room underneath free to park an automobile.
The home was to be factory mass-produced in modular components. Fuller engineered every aspect of the home from the light
weight structure and paneling system, to a prefabricated bathroom unit. Taking advantage of natural light and ventilation
helped to make the home more energy efficient in providing a
comfortable living environment. Every aspect of the home and
its assembly was thought out ahead of time. Ease of assembly
was key to the plan, highly skilled crafts people would not be
needed reducing time and cost. This light-weight system could
be assembled on site or be delivered by helicopter fully assembled except for its concrete foundation. Unfortunately this Dymaxion proposal for living was never realized in built form.
Buckminster Fuller's creation fell into direct line with the
concept of "a machine for living", but just like Le Corbusier, the
ultimate goal was not the house or building it self, but a built response to human needs. Again, the machine was only an icon
and a point of departure from classical architecture and tradition.
Fuller, described as "the American super strategist" (Peter, P21) sought something much deeper than merely

Plan, isometric, and elevation of what Fuller,
in 1927, conceived as a minimum 40 Dymaxion house.

Buckminster Fuller:

Illustration and Photos of the Dymaxion deployment unit.

The Dymaxion Home

Improving housing through the use of science and technology.
He wished to improve the lives of all men and women by using
technology, "I want to make mankind a success through design." (Peter, P.21) This was the underlining goal which drove
every project he undertook.
The Dymaxion home evolved over time, and though the
form changed with time, the underlying themes stayed the same.
It is this goal that is of interest, and how it was realized by Fuller.
Though the first Dymaxion home was less that a success,
out of this proposal came components that were realized. Fuller's
prefabricated bathroom unit lived on and was refined. Also out of
this came the 1940 Dymaxion Deployment Unit, designed for
British military acquisition and major housing use in the United
States. Unfortunately the project was sidetracked by \/INV2 and
the need for steel in weapons production. Fuller redesigned grain
bins to provide basic shelter needs for military personnel or the
American family.
In 1944, Buckminster Fuller proposed the Dymaxion
Dwelling Machine, commonly referred to as the Dymaxion
House. Developed for the U.S. Air force, this project was similar
to Fullers' previous designs. Circular in plan, the building was a
domed cylinder in shape. A pronounced ventilator on its top
used natural wind power for ventilation. Larger than the Dymaxion Deployment unit in size, the home included two enclosed
bedrooms each with Fullers' prefab bathrooms. Plexiglas windows encircled the entire home to admit natural light. The domed

Buckminster Fuller:

The Dymaxion Home

ceiling was illuminated by indirect lighting. A large open living
space IJlade up the largest portion of the plan, with kitchen facilities having its own separate space.
As in the original Dymaxion home, aluminum alloy ( developed for the aircraft industry) was used throughout the buildings
exterior and structure. Compact transport was one of Fullers design parameters, all the building components fit into a single
transport cylinder. Each component weighed no more than ten
pounds to make them easy to assemble and handle. The building sat on heavy coil springs to absorb the shock from the structure. Only two Units were sold to the Air force, and those were
eventually sold back to Fuller. They were eventually bought by a
Kansas oil man who combined them into a single home.
The various proposals for the Dymaxion home focused on
the economy of materials and energy. To this end Fuller succeeded. Firmness and commodity were attained in these designs. Their aesthetic, however, was questionable. Though comfortable and convenient, the space age look seemed to be too
much for most people to accept. So it seems that here too much
emphasis was placed on the machine, and not enough on the
space contained .

Model, Illustration, and Photos of the Dymaxion
home (1944).

F. L. Wright: Usonian Housing

_

Pamphlet cover for Usonia.

During the 30's and 40's, F.L. Wright designed his Usonian houses. Usonian being derived from America and Architecture, these homes were an attempt to bring architectural design
to the masses. An affordable architecture wich was distinctly
American in style. In this series of homes, Wright took what he
had learned in the development of his prairie style homes, a language of American style, and refined it down into smaller, efficient, and mass producible homes. That's not to say that he cut
out the need for an architect, a designer would still be needed to
detail and arrange all of the functions and activities desired by
the client. However, the construction and materials used could be
afforded by ordinary people, with the result being no ordinary
home.
In order to reduce cost, Wright streamlined the home. Reducing the space to only the essential, this left budget for finally
detailed architecture. The use of natural materials like wood and
stone inside and out gave the homes he designed their value and
beauty. Modular components like pre-cast concrete blocks could
add artistic character while also affording economy. Economy
was also found in the use of new mechanical systems like radiant
floor heating. Like the prairie homes before then, these homes
too were total works many times even including the furniture.
Space in Usonian homes was laid out on a modular grid.
This grid informed not only the building but the pattern and form
of its ornament. The heart of these homes was their central living
space, incorporating living dining and attached kitchen. These
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rooms had typically vaulted ceilings, and were lit by indirect lighting and clearstory windows. Natural wood furniture, shelves, and
trim were also designed into these rooms adding to their character and beauty. To this central space were attached entry, sleeping, and utility/ storage.
Connection to the outdoors was important to Wright, not
only was the placemenf of the building in its natural environment
important but its connection to it. Outdoor space in the form of
porches and decks were as much a part of the home design as
the roof or walls. These spaces were an extension of the indoor
living space .
In a small cooperative community north of New York City,
named Usonia by its resident developers, Wrights Usonian home
was realized. Wright agreed to layout the development, design
of the community facilities, and be consulting architect on home
design. Of the forty some odd homes built in Usonia, Write actually only designed three residences. However most of the homes
followed Wright's Usonian principals and stylistic language.
One of the homes designed by Wright was for the Reisleys, a
young couple in there twenties, from New York city. After a discussion with Harken, a founding member of Usonia and Wright
trained associate, Wright agreed to design their Home.
On October 26, 1950 the Reisleys sent Wright a letter
with an abstract about themselves, there needs, and there
$20,000 dollar budget. After receiving the topographical information of the site, Wright sent the Reisleys a set of proposed design

Circular plot plan.

F. L. Wright: Usonian Housing

Plan of the Reisley Home.
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drawings and a preliminary budget of $30,000 dollars. Set into a
hillside, the small home was designed around a central living
space that opened onto an outdoor deck. Off this space were an
entry hall, kitchen, and two bedrooms. Under the integrated carport were utility storage and a workshop or workroom.
Although the Reisleys were very pleased with the design,
they did have some requests for the final design, all functional
concerns, which they note in there account were all included in
the next set of proposal drawings. The home also needed to be
rotated on the sight due to budgetary concerns, which were
brought to Wrights attention, and after his consideration were
agreed to.
In the final design the home had been rotated 13 degrees
counter clockwise, and had sprouted a wing for children's bed
rooms. Final costs for the home were around $35,000, which in
hind sigh the Reisleys have decide was worth it. As for sustainability, the living room ceiling has been painted once all the cypress trim in the home only washed and waxed once, a few minor repairs on the exterior, and the roof has not leaked once, a
common complaint of Wright designed homes. But more importantly, the space inside the home and its ability to serve the Reisley family has been its true measure. According the Reisleys, "as
they and there family grew so did there appreciation for the home
Mr. Wright had designed for them, serving them well over the
years." (Reisley P. 87)

F. L. Wright: Uso nian Housing

Photos of the living room of the Reisley Home.

Modern Japanese Housing
In the past century, Japanese culture has gone through great
change, and so to has their housing. Just as in the United States ,
new materials and machines have influenced the Japanese
home.
But again due to the need for economy, the Japanese have used
technology to refine and produce homes at a far higher level that
in the U.S .. In the past three decades, Japan has seen an increase in wealth, which has led to travel and experience of western culture. This has led to the incorporation of western ideas
into today's Japanese homes . Unfortunately, the desire to become more western has led to a loss of historic ideals in Japanese home design, ultimately affecting the quality of space once
known in traditional homes.
Changing markets in Japan has also affected the evolution of manufactured housing. Since 1975, greater wealth of the
people of Japan has led to better educated, well traveled, and an
urbanized society. This has led to their demand for better service and the desire for westernized luxuries. In response to
these demands, system homebuilders have attempted to make
their products expandable, easy to remodel, and favoring European I American styles and amenities. (Brown, P 49-50)
The Japanese response. Though the idea of a machine
for living is not mentioned, Hi Tech is what sells in Japan. Emerging as a world power in the technology race, technological advances have become a part of this societie's identity. Housing is
no exception, most system home brochures are dedicated to all

Modern Japanese Housing
the hi-tech advancements packed into these homes. From kitchens, entertainment centers, and climate control, to advances
structural systems there seem to be no part of the home that has
not been considered and reengineered. (Brown, P.56-58)
National contractors, because of size and resources have
made the biggest leaps and lead development, from fully designing not only the home but the furniture, fully solar homes, and in
house development of mechanical systems. These homes have
become so evolved to seem almost organic. (Brown, P. 68-69)
Efficiency is a key concern in the developm ent of the
Japanese system homes. Just as Le Corbusier had five points so
to it seems have the Japanese focused on five goals for the development of housing, "In the case of housing, a far-reaching and
well-considered program must address five interrelated key
points: waist reduction in building and demolition, limiting the use
of natural resources, building houses which use minimal energy
to build and in their daily operation, durability of structure and
materials, and ecologically sensitive land development." (Brown,

P. 77)
In Contemporary Japanese System Homes, we find technology for technologies sake pushed to its limits. From the development of materials, to advanced mass production techniques,
these homes are defiantly cutting edge. However, the space contained within these homes, much like in the U.S., has become
compartmentalized and fixed.

Diagram of Panelized system home.

The Self Sufficient Organism
Architecture and the Womb
In every persons life, the womb is the first place we dwell, the first home of our physical manifestation. This place provides us with everything needed to sustain life, protection , warmth, food,
and oxygen. Though the idea of individual is not yet known to the ego, separation does exist.
Mother and child, are not one but two co existing. The womb and mother are self sufficient and
autonomous of the child. This then is our first model for architecture, to produce a PLACE of
safety that provides us with what we need. Place is merely a concept, an abstraction which
needs a physical manifestation, hence Architecture. A home, a church, a hospital, and every
other sort of building are fragmented pieces of a singular notion of the womb. They are all attempts to create place that provide us, the human being, the physical manifestation of mind, with
what we need. This basic premise is at the heart of all that we do, and as designers should never
forget. We design for the comfort and safety of others. To that end, and biased on this first
model, our work, our fruit should be not only be places of safety and comfort, but also autonomous organisms, with a life of their own.

Man, Machine, and Architecture

Just as man and society has evolved over time, so to has the home. Driven by the advancement
of sciences and technology, architecture, and housing in particular has been most influenced by
the introduction of new materials and the machine.
Steel reinforced concrete and aluminum alloys are just a few of many new materials used in construction today. Hybrids of petroleum and wood, cement and potash, wood fiber, acrylic resin,
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and carbon fiber are all examples of how science has advanced the strength, weight, durability,
and economy of building materials. Though the utilization of these new developments has been
relatively slow compared to the speed of their development, these new materials have so revolutionized the process of construction in that trades people of a hundred years ago would not recognize half of these basic building materials.
Machines and industrialization is the other driving force in the evolution of today's design
and construction. Machines have changed the way we travel and work, and these changes· have
been incorporated into today's homes, from the garage for our car, laundry room for the mechanical washer and dryer, and kitchens filled with electrical appliances to aid in the preparation and
storage of food. Not only do machines change the way we live at home, but also the way we
build. Industrialization has led to development of standardized building materials, and cost reductions due to mass production. Now entire homes or major components, can be mass produced in
a factory, shipped to the site, and assembled. In many ways, the evolution of the home has moved
toward making the home a machine itself, and today homes are manufactured as a consumer
good and marketed almost the same way we market any other machine available to our consumer
based society.
Architects have tried to direct the evolution of the home in light of technologies becoming
available. Some of these major figures included LeCorbusier, with his "Machine for Living", Buckminster Fuller with this "Dymaxion House", and F.L. Wright whit his "Usonian Homes". All were attempts to take advantage on new technologies in order to improve the way we live. But living
seems to be the one thing left out of the way we build today. Somehow our focusing on the use of
new materials and techniques has simply advanced the way we construct structures, and not the
way we design space for living.
Though the shell or building itself has advanced, the assemblage of space and the way we
design it has not. Man still is not being served by his home, but is enslaved by this mechanical
nightmare of his own creation. Although materials have advanced, the amounts of energy these
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as
machines consume are staggering. Furthermore, these homes require as much maintenance
modof
use
the
though
homes built a hundred years ago. So for all the time and energy gained
ern technology and machines, we then must squandered it on the maintenance required to maintain these so called technological wonders. Some how the advances in design need to be put
to
back on track, humans needs and their lifestyle have to be addressed, and his creations need
be brought under control.

The self sufficient organism

So what direction does the evolution of Housing need to take in order to not only improve, but
a
function properly and serve its occupants. In this evolutionary path, the machine must become
meits
and
building
the
self sufficient organism for the service of its occupants. Not only does
chanical systems need improvement, but also its "space architecture" (R.M. Schindler) must address the needs of the occupants. This new organism's purpose is to support not only the physical need for warmth, shelter from the elements, and safety from others; but also the emotional
and psychological needs of its inhabitants. Two major courses have to be addressed: the physical and the psychological. As for the physical these improvements need to be economic, reducing the amount of energy needed to maintain the building, how the building acquires, uses, and
stores the energy it needs. As for the psychological support, the spaces within the building, how
they are used, how they relate to one another, and their driving purpose must be reevaluated.
This new synthesis of technology and space needs to sustain its self and the occupants it serves.

The Self Sufficient Organism
The Oasis
The concept of Oasis is a place of safety and comfort in the harsh environment in which we live.
The actual form Oasis depends upon its setting and context. The principle is to provide the occupant with a place of safety, repose, and connection to nature. In an urban or sub-urban setting
this personal domain may take the form of a square donut (Historic Reference), with living spaces
focused inward upon a private courtyard, or garden. In the hills or mountains, the oasis may become a place for viewing the landscape through framing natural views. Its focus outward on the
splendor of the natural landscape. Another concept embodied in Oasis is open space. In the traditional Minka Homes (also called homes of the people or folk homes) open unfilled space represented possibility. This possibility is the suggestion of human activity. The void to be filled with
life. Space in traditional Japanese homes has always been at a premium, so living space was often used for many activities. The main living space, a single room, was the activity center of the
household, a space in which cooking, entertaining, and even sleeping were possible, and furthermore common. Of such traditional open space a more modern expression can be seen in the
buildings of F. L. Wright, and R. M. Schindler. Their delineation of spaces for living, visually compartmentalize space for individual functions sake, not breaking the totality of the space. and main- .
taining the void of flexibility. Both these historic and contemporary expressions connected to the
outdoors and nature. Whether opening directly onto a private court or onto a landscape, the
space was expanded through it connection to the natural environment.

Facility Introduction
The home pictured here is an example of a predesigned home, which can be found in compiled volumes of similar homes. An individual can simply find
the plan and elevation they like and send off for the
plans and construction documents, contact a builder,
purchase a plot of land and build. This process typifies the way homes are built in the united stated today. Currently, entire housing developments may
take a hand full of similar ready-made designs, very
their elevations slightly, and build 200 units with relatively no regard for climatic factors, regional context,
or solar orientation. These cocky cutter developments can be found thought the united states, exemplifying the fact that homes are no longer seen as objects that are specific to their region or sight, but
merely another form of consumer good, an economic
commodity rather than a home.

Plans for a current American Home.
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Currently, homes are being built by major manufacturers.
Homes that are mass produced but take almost no advantage of
mass production technology. U.S. homes are still framed in wood
two by construction, still trimmed in wood or pressed wood fiber
product, still using single pained glass, though the materials have
changed shape, we still build in the U.S. much the same way we
have for almost a hundred years. Technology has provided us
with new composite materials that resist weathering and decay,
however we don't use them. And though we have been freed for
the need for load bearing walls, we still cram partitioned spaces
into overall floor areas, rather than open the space in homes to
each other and the natural environment. As a society we accept
being shut up in an energy inefficient cluster of boxes segregated
from nature and one another. This has become known as the
American dream of independence and stability? The dream of
owning ones own home? These accepted trends must change.
•

U.S. homes are too expensive for the burden that they place
on there owners and environment.

•

U.S. homes are too large for the actual usable space they
provide there occupants.

•

U.S. homes consume more energy than they need to, budding there owners and the country as a whole.

Facility Synthesis
The design and construction of U.S. homes needs to be
improved. Homes need to be designed around the spaces
needed by its occupants, not into boxes crammed into a single
entity which now passes as a home. Technological advances in
materials and production needs to be utilized to reduce the cost
of homes, and improve there efficacy and durability. Finally, new
mechanical and communication technologies need to be integrated into the overall design of homes to make them a part of
the architecture rather than a separate system or add on. The
home needs to become a whole efficient self sufficient organism
rather than a conglomeration of add hock pre manufactured components, Ultimately to serve its occupants rather than restrict and
burden them.

• Improve the Space.
• Improve the Building.
• Integrate the Systems .

Goals: Improving the Space
1. Reduce homes overall built square footage by eliminating unnecessary space and unused specialty
rooms.
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2. Utilize open planning concepts by combining multiple
activities into single multi purpose spaces which can
easy be partitioned into smaller spaces or expanded
by opening to adjacent spaces.
3. Connecting to nature by designing living space that
can be opened to and expand onto outdoor space.

Goals: Improving the Building
1. Use of economical structural system that allow for
open planning and ease of adaptation.

2. Energy efficient paneling systems could improve energy conservation in production, thermal transmission, and maintenance.
3. Improved exterior finishes through the use of products and components that are not only aesthetically
pleasing, but also require little or no maintenance.
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Goals: Integrate the Systems
self
1. Power Systems that not only make the home
sufficient, but actually contribute energy to the national power grid
ption
2. Passive Solar Principles to reduce the consum
of electricity and improve the indoor living environ
ment.
gration
3. Information I Communication Technology Inte
of new technology to make them architectural com
s.
ponents of design rather than add hock addition

Facility Organization
Programmed spaces for this facility include

Primary spaces (served)

Size Volume

• Multi function living space
• Outdoor living space
• Bedroom (master)
• Bedrooms (subsequent)

750
750
300
400

Secondary Spaces (serving)

Size Volume

•
•

Entry
Kitchen

100
200

900
1,800

•

( 1
r
i
Bathing and hygiene (subsequent)

150

1,350

•
•
•

Laundry
Mechanical
Circulation Space

120
200
5% of total interior 111

1,080
1,800
999

r

6,750
NI A
2,800
3,600

I

Total Home

Size Volume

Built Floor Area
Interior Volume

3081
20,979

Multi function living space
ce is the heart of the
Function: This large open plan living spa
entertain friends. Inhome. A place for the family to gath er and
ing, this space seeks to
corporating living, entertainment and dinn
the family to interact.
create a center for living and a place for
en facilities and the
This space is directly connected to the kitch
the home are connected
outdoor living space. All other spaces in
indirectly.

Area: 750 sf.
Volume: 6,750 Cubic Feet
Occupancy: 4-20 People
Users: Family members and guests
trol system I
Equipment: Electric lighting I Climate con
rmation systems I
Info
/
Entertainment equipment
Communications equipment

Multi function living space
Issues: Ease of expanding this space onto outdoor living space,
while not incurring excessive thermal gain or loss.

Performance requirem ents:
• Entire room must take advantage of natural lighting and ventilation.
• Entire room must have views and connection to the outdoor
space.
• Storage for books and other entertainment media must be incorporated.
• Provision for appropriate electrical and communication terminals for all entertainment /communications equipment, with
the ability to later add new connections and cabling if needed.

Outdoor Living Space
Function: Connected to the multipurpose living space, this outdoor deck or patio is a designed portion of the home, not an after
thought or add on. A bridge to nature, this space is the homes
connection to the natural environment. Though not necessarily
covered it should provide a place for the family and guests to enjoy the outdoors. Activities like dinning and entertaining normally
enjoyed inside should be able to be moved outside, with weather
permitting. Seating, planting space and connection to the yard
should be included in the design of this space. Directly connected the living space this area may also be directly accessible
from other spaces such as circulation and bedrooms.
Area: 750 sf
Volume: NI A
Occupancy: 4-20 People

Users: Family members and guests
Equipment: Electric lighting I Shading devices

Outdoor Living Space
Issues: Materials used in the construction of outdoor porches
and decks must be durable and require little maintenance due to
weathering in the natural environment.
Performance require ments:
• Space must require little to no maintenance.
• Space must have adequate lighting for evening use.

Bedroom (master)
Function: This space provides a private space to relax and
sleep for the head of the household. Slightly larger that other
sleeping spaces in the home, this room should have direct access to its own bathing, hygiene, and dressing facilities. It should
be accessible by way of circulation space, enabling it to become
private and isolated form the main living and mechanical spaces
in the home. Natural light and ventilation should be incorporated
in the design of this space and access to outdoor space may be
considered.
Area: 300 sf.
Volume: 2,700 Cubic Feet
Occupancy: 1-3 People
Users: Household head
Equipment:· Electric lighting I Climate control system I
Entertainment equipment I information systems I
Communications equipme nt I Hygiene fixtures

Bedroom (master)
Issues: This space needs to be arranged in the homes layout to
afford it privacy and a degree of isolation from other spaces in
the home.

Performance requirements:
• Room needs to include facilities for hygiene and dressing .
• Room must take advantage of natural lighting and ventilation.
• Room must provide storage space for clothing and personal
items.

Bedrooms (subsequent)
Function: These rooms are for other family members, or the occasional guest. They need to provide a private place for sleep,
relaxation, and work. Accessible by circulation space, these
rooms do not have to have direct access to hygiene facilities.
However, should have some separation form the main living
space, and they too need natural light and ventilation.
Area: 200 sf.
Volume: 1,800 Cubic Feet
)

Occupancy: 1-2 People
Users: Family membe r or guest
Equipment: Electric lighting I Climate control system I
Information systems I Communications equipment

Bedrooms (subsequent)
Issues: This space needs to be arranged in the homes layout to
afford it privacy and a degree of isolation from other spaces in
the home.

Performance requireme nts:
• Room must take advantage of natural lighting and ventilation.
• Room must provide storage space for clothing and personal
items.
• Room must incorporate a small work study space and storage
for books and media.

Entry
Function: This space is a place of formal transition into the home.

introduces
Greeting of visitors should take place here, a space that
ing of exshedd
the
others to the family. This transition may also entail
e of
storag
tra clothing and boost, so space should be provided for the
living
such items. Connected directly to circulation and the main
to semi pripublic
semien
betwe
ary
spaces of the home it is the bound
vate.
Area: 100 sf.

Volume: 900 Cubic Feet

Occupancy: 1-5 People
Users: Family memb er and guest
Equipment: Electric lighting I Climate control system
ials due to its
Issues: This space needs to be finished in durable mater
or condioutdo
from
hi traffic and the introduction of dirt and moisture
tions.
Performance requirements:
•

tion .
Space must take advantage of natural lighting and ventila

•

nal items.
Space must provide storage space for clothing and perso

•

This space needs to be easy to clean and maintain.

Kitchen
Function: This space is devoted to the preparation and storage of
food. Open to the main living space, cocking and food preparation is a
daily family activity and should not be isolated. Counters can both act
as a visual divider and serve as a place for eating and socialization as
well as food preparation.
Area: 200 sf.

Volume : 1,800 Cubic Feet

Occupancy: 1-4 People
Users: Family member and guest
Equipment: Electric lighting I Climate control system I Refrigerated
storage I Cook top, oven ,and microwave I Sink
Issues: This space needs to be finished in durable materials that are
easy to clean, sit is used frequently for food preparation.
Performance requirements:
• Space must take advantage of natural lighting and ventilation.
• Space must provide storage space for food items, dishes, and
cocking implements.
• This space needs to be easy to clean and maintain.

Bathing and hygiene (secondary)
Func tion: This bathing and hygiene area is primarily to serve the sec-

room
ondary bedrooms, but is also intended for use by guests. This
one
than
more
by
use
should be partitioned in a way to allow for its
e
multipl
and
person at any time. Furthermore, ample counter space
sinks should be provided.

Area: 150 sf.

Volum e: 1,350 Cubic Feet

Occupancy: 1-3 People
Users: Family member and guest
Equipment: Electric lighting I Climate control system I Toilet I
Bath & showe r unit I Sinks
Issues: This space needs to be finished in durable materials that are
easy to clean; since is used frequently for hygiene.

Performance requirements:
•

Space must take advantage of natural lighting and ventilation.

•

Space must provide storage space for Hygiene items.

•

This space needs to be easy to clean and maintain

•

Use by multiple occupants at any time.

Laundry
Function: a space is for the cleaning and care of clothes. It may be
partially combine with the mechanical room, however, some partitioning system would be required, Both spaces need exposure to natural
light and ventilation.
Area: 120 sf.

Volume: 1,080 Cubic Feet

Occupancy: 1-2 People
Users: Family members
Equipment: Electric lighting I Climate control system I Electric Clothing
cleaning unit I Electric Clothing drying unit I Utility Sink
Issues: This space needs to be finished in durable materials that are
easy to clean , Due to its hi use in cleaning of clothing.
Performance requirements:
• Space must take advantage of natural lighting and ventilation.
• Space must provide storage space for cleaning items.
• This space needs to be easy to clean and maintain.

Mechanical
Function: this room provides space for the homes mechanical and
communications equipment. Rather than being a dark musty closet
into which equipment is arbitrary shoved, it is important to make it a
clean and healthy environment. Sunlight is needed to help kill germs
and mold, and proper ventilation is needed to remove any polluted air.
Area: 200 sf.

Volume: 1,800 Cubic Feet

Occupancy: 1-2 People
Users: Family member and Technicians
Equipment: Electric lighting I Heating and cooling equipment I Energy
storage cells
~Central communications equipment and hub
Issues: This space needs to be accessible both from inside the home
and outdoors for easy maintenance and replacement of equipment.
Performance requirements:
•

Space must take advantage of natural lighting and ventilation .

•

This space needs to be easy to clean and maintain.

Circulation Space
Functio n: this space acts as bridge between living and private space.
Further more, circulation space may be used to aid in the introduction
of natural light to other spaces in the home, and can become an integral component in the homes air circulation system .
Area: 5% of homes total area.

Volume : 999 Cubic Feet

Occupancy: 1-4 People
Users: Family member and guest
Equipment: Electric lighting I Climate control system
Issues: This space needs to be finished in durable materials that are
easy to clean, Due to the hi traffic nature of the space.
Performance require ments:
•

Space must take advanta ge of natural lighting and ventilation.

•

Act as a buffer between main living spaces and more private sleeping spaces.
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The Continental United States
is a diverse context in which
to design, one of the goals of
this project is to develop a
system of housing concepts
that are versatile enough to
meet the deman ds of each
specific location. Not only
should these homes meet the
physical and emotional needs
of their occupants, but they
should be able to harmoniously blend into their local environment. Coexisting with
nature and their regional context. Furthermore, their form
and layout must respond appropriately to their climatic
setting.

Context Overview
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Topography
Comprising a wide variety of geolog ic settings, the United
States has Mountains, prairies, wetlands, and desert. Each of
these settings has its own challenges, and the design for each
setting needs to be varied to fit its particular geolog ic setting.
This means that the prototype housing system must be flexible in
organization and construction to meet the challenges of the various topographies of the U.
S. This design system must
be able to adapt to both flat
and sloped sits. Furthermore, it must be made up
of compo nents that can be
easily transported and assembled on any of the varying types of topography,
this means that the components can not be too large
or heavy incase construction is in a delicate or remote site. In this way the
need for large trucks or
heavy equipm ent is not
necessary, adding to the
flexibility construction and
possibility for sites.

Climatic Regions
The Continental United states can be broken into four climate zones, with the Alaska having its own fifth zone. These
zones include Alaska making up the Cold Zone, north central and
north east of the U.S. making up the Cool Zone. Stretching from
the east coast to the west coast, across the central United States
is the Temperate Zone. With the southwest making up the Hot
Arid Zone, and the southeast being the location for the Hot Arid
Zone. Each of these zones requires a slightly different design response. The homes located in each should be suited for their
particular climate, to help make them more energy efficient and
comfortable to live in .

Cllmat.. Z:.cmes

Cold - Reduced solar exposure with lo humidity, temperature
range of -30° f to 60° f
A Climatic map of the United States.

Cool - Mild solar exposure with lo humidity, temperature range
of-10° f to 70° f

Temperate - Moderate solar exposure with moderate humidity
temperature range of 10° f to 80° f

Hot Arid - High solar exposure with lo humidity, temperature
range of 20° f to 105° f

Hot Humid - Elevated solar exposure with hi humidity, temperature range of 10° f to 100° f

Climate zones for the United States.
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124. Regional orientation chart.

Diagram 1. Solar orientation for climatic region

In responding to each climatic setting, there are
some general design guidelines that can greatly improve
the efficiency and livability of homes in their individual settings. Major factors affecting the effectiveness of a building
design include its solar orientation and volume to surface
area ratio. The diagrams shown here are from Victor 01gyay's book Design with Climate, they show some general
approaches to designing for particular climatic settings.
Diagram 1. Illustrates appropriate solar orientations for
buildings in each of the climate zones. Diagram 2. Illustrates volume to surface area ratios for each of the climate
zones. Most of the solar orientations indicate a south to
south east solar exposure with an acceptable range of variance. The volume to surface area ratios very with cool regions needing a lo ratio of surface area, and hot humid climates requiring the largest surface area. By following these
design concepts, the amount of energy consumed by a
building can be reduced.
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Diagram 2. volumetric response t o climatic region

Response Introduction
The Housing Prototype for the 21st Century seeks
sing
to demonstrate not just a building but an all encompas
that
es
system for the design of self sufficient homes. Hom
easily
can be efficiently adapted to their specific sight and
its
modified by their occupants; a home that generated
home
own energy and requires almost no maintenance; a
easily
be
which incorporates modern technology and can
for
upgraded, and most importantly; a home that provides
its
of
s
the physical, emotional, and physiological need
coexists
family. In the end, a self sufficient organism which
and grows with the family it serves.
Pictured here is the final poster for the design reInsponse to the Housing Prototype for the 21st Century.
a
and
r
poste
6
X
cluded in the final presentation were a 4
n . The
structural model of a section of the prototype desig
ding
inclu
type
poster illustrates a design for the proto
buildplans, sections, elevations, structural axohometric,
inAlso
es.
ectiv
ing systems details, and interior persp
te
cluded are four prototype variations for the four clima
n its
desig
type
proto
zones found in the United States. The
a.
self is intended for the fifth climate zone found in Alask
tural
The Structural model demonstrates the modular struc
ct.
system developed for the requirements of this proje
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Structure Skin & Mechanical - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Prototype Vitiations for Climate - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Building
Housing in the next century needs to
evolve. The U.S. housing market needs a new archetype on which to base its course. Housing of
the future should strive to be as maintenance free
and energy efficient as possible. The goal should
be to produce homes that use only the power they
generate them selves, survive weathering with little or no need for maintenance, and provide a
comfortable living environm ent for its occupants.
The Housing prototype for the 21st century
seeks to provide an more economical and environmentally friendly alternative to residential design
and construction. An integrated kit of parts and
systems that operate as a holistic solution for living. A modular home, which can easily grow and
change in response to the needs of its occupants.
Shown here, is the prototype for cold climates, its
structure, systems and spaces. Also included are
four possible variations of the system, which respond to their climatic setting.
Pictured here is the variation for cold climate (Alaska) this version of the prototype has
been focused on and detailed. Its structure, spatial
layout, systems, and interior spaces have all been
designed and illustrated

The Building
Illustrated here in section is the layout of interior space and its
connection to the outdoors. Section one shoes the free flowing
living space on the first floor and its connection to an elevated
outdoor deck. Also seen in section one, is the master bedroom
(on the top floor) and its connection to its own private indoor/
outdoor deck.

Spatial Layout
Shown in the plans is the layout of spaces. On the ground the majority of indoor space is
devoted to mechanical and storage. A small entry foyer controls entry into the home. Also seen in
this plan is a space for protected parking under the home. Family living and entertaining is the focus of the first floor. Kitchen, dinning, Living, and an outdoor deck flow into one another to create
a single open living space. Separations of this space from other spaces in the home are made by
a change in level and vertical circulation. On the second floor we find two bedrooms and a bathroom. These bedrooms are for members of the family or guests, each room has a closet and built

First floor of the housing prototype.

Spatial Layout
in workspace, further more both rooms look out over the open living space and its view of the outdoors. The bathroom on this floor is intended for family and guests, and has been laid out so that
more than one person can use it at a time. This reduces to need for additional bathrooms and fixtures. The third floor is devoted to the master sweet, isolated from the rest of home by the circulation path to it and its upper most location. Found on this floor is a private bath, dressing area, bedroom, work space, and a private indoor outdoor deck.

Interior Space
Interior Space
This Illustration shows the location and direction of the camera
views used for the interior perspectives. Camera 1 shows the
view of the perspective entitled Space for Living. Camera 2
shows the view of the perspective entitled Connection to the
Natural Environment. Camera 3 shows the view of the perspective entitled Oasis, a Place for Recovery.

Connection to the Natural Environment
Connection to the natural environment is not only made visually
through the building's transparent I translucent skin, but also directly through the use of porches and decks. These outdoor
spaces are extensions of the interior living space :

Interior Space
Space for Living
The heart of any home is the place where the family spends
time together. The living space of this design ties all functions of
family life into one. Living room, kitchen, and dining room become a single free-flowing space for family living.

Oasis, A Place for Recovery
Personal space is something we all need to help us recover
from the stresses of every day life. Bedrooms within this design,
while still connected to the natural environment, are a space of
refuge: an Oasis of one's own in which to rest, relax, and even
do a bit of work away from the outside world.

Climactic Controls (Summer)
During the summer, air
heated within the skin rises
and is vented through the
roof. This air movement is
used to draw cool air into
the living spaces and pull
warm out into the skin. By
circulating chilled water
through the Radiant floor
panels, heat is absorbed to
help cool the living space.
This creates a comfortable
living environment during
warm months.

Climactic Control (Winter)
During the winter air
heated by solar radiation
within the skin and mechanical space is used to
insulate the living space.
Some of the heated air is
pulled through the vertical
system chase to radiate
heat into the living space.
Radiant floor panels are
the primary source of heat
to the living space, creating a cozy living environment during winter
months.

Structure Skin & Mechanical (structure)

Structural Axonometr ic
Illustration of the primary structure.

Construction detail #1 .

Structure Skin & Mechanical (strueture)
The primary structure of the hous:ing prototype is designed in structura' steel. The primary beams are 16' in length and 1' in depth. Holes 1in the web of these beams helps
to reduce the weight and allows for the passage of plumbing, wires, and mechanical
services thought the interstitial space (between ceiling and floor panels. Designed in
aluminum alloy, the exterior curta in walls structL1re protects the interior structure from
weathering and holds the exterior skin panels. Detailed here are some of the structural connections.
1

Construction detail #2.

Structure Skin & Mechanical (structure)
The Floor Assem bly - The floor of this building
is not only a structural element, but is also an
integral part of the climate control system and
interior lighting. The top layer of the floor assembly (Radiant floor panels) provides heating
and cooling to the indoor space. An interstitial
space between the floor and ceiling panels provides indirect lighting while concealing power
and communication cabling as well as plumbing
services. The ceiling grid and perforated panels
make up the third layer and allow filteril')g of indirect light and easy access to all utilities.

Structure Skin & Mechanical (Skin)
The Skin Assembly - The building's
skin consists of three layers. The exterior layer provides protection from
moisture and wind. An intermediate
space between the outer and inner
layer provides insulation and shading
for interior spaces. Finally, the inner
layer (Digital Skin) provides a thermal barrier between the insulation
space and interior of the building.
The Digital Skin is a living screen
which provides visual information
and privacy screening for the home's
occupants.

Structure Skin & Mechanical (Systems)
The mechanical systems shown here are the power system
and heating system. Included in the power system are solar
voltaic panels located on the roof, and modular panels in
the buildings east and west fac;ade. These panels generate
electric current, which is sent to the homes power panel.
The power panel charges a battery bank for nighttime use
and regulate the current to the home. The power system is
designed to also send surplus current back to the local
power grid (if available). Heating and cooling is handled by
a geothermal heat pump, this system uses a ground loop
and the earth the heat and cool water. The heat or cooled
water is then piped to radiant floor panels in the home for
heating and cooling.

Mechanical Axonometrlc
Illustration of the buildings mechanical systems.

Illustration of the modular radiant floor panels.

Structural Model
This structural model was build to illustrate the structural
system developed for the Housing Prototype. The model
is at a scale of%" = 1'0". Constructed of hard maple the
attempt was to model each individual component of the
structural system with as much detail as possible. Components modeled include the structural columns, primary and
secondary beams, tensile stabilizing members, radiant
floor panel system, exterior curtain wall, and the vertical
circulation. Also shown is the vertical system chase, which
provides passage for mechanical, plumbing, wiring, and
some ventilation.

Prototype Vitiations for Climate
COO L

Map of climatic regions in the U.S.

In order for the housing prototype to effectively function in
all climates the system must be adaptable. Below are four variations of the prototype system for Cool, Temperate, hot Arid , and
Hot Humid climate zones. The spaces within the homes have
been generally laid out, shown in these diagrams are the main
living space (red), kitchen (purple), utility /mechanical (orange),
systems chase (yellow), bathrooms (green), and bedrooms
(blue). The spatial diagrams are laid out on a for foot grid, so that
all the variations can be compared to one another. Also included
here is a possible perspective of the layout set in its climatic

Prototype Vitiations for Climate
zone. The layout of these variations and their shape are in direct
response to their climatic setting, with the cool having the less
surface area as compared to the hot humid having the most.
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